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Sid Ferreira - After Sunrise

                            tom:
                D
Intro: Em7  A7  Bb  Bm7  Bm

            Em7          A7   Bb      Bm7 Bm
I just knew it was love at first sight and I need to say
              Em7          A7    Bb        Bm7 B7
Since the first smile in a little while you just drove me
crazy
       Dbm7            E7
Never had a doubt, never second thoughts

               G7M
Staring at the stars
          A          Gbm7
I lost my mind beyond the sky
                    B7           Em7
The moon was there to shine, a source of light
      A7  Bb Bm7 B7
As you are here in my heart

            Em7             A7 Bb         Bm7 Bm
How could I deny? Could I feel and hide? Could I find a way?
              Em7                A7  Bb  Bm7 B7
When you held me tight one more reason why I felt so amazing
      Dbm7                          E7
For the first time on that second when you smiled

                  G7M
Floating among the stars
          A          Gbm7
I lost my mind beyond the sky
                    B7           Em7
The moon was there to shine, a source of light
      A7  Bb Bm7 B7
As you are here in my heart

                   Em7         Gm
Although you were so kind, I was terrified

             D7M#                F
Of our uncertain fate, always just friends
              Em7    Dm7    Dbm7
Maybe one night stand and never see again
Gb7    Bm7 B7
Or a fairy tale

            Em7                          Gm
Wish I could rely on this thought you will be mine
        D7M#           F
As if moonlight after sunrise
             Em7          Dm7    Dbm7
There'll come a time when you are back to my arms
Gb7          Bm7 Bm
After our first goodbye

Reflecting on that night
          A          Gbm7
I lost my mind beyond the sky
                    B7           Em7
The moon was there to shine, a source of light
      A7  Bb Bm7 B7
As you are here in my heart

                 G7M
Although try as I might
         A          Gbm7
Not lost my mind beyond the sky
                    B7           Em7
The moon was there to shine, a source of light
       A7 Bb  Bm7 Bm
As you are here in my heart

   G Gm   D7M
In my heart?In my heart
   G Gm   D7M
In my heart?In my heart
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